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Kimmy Zee Presents…
MIDDLEhood by Kim Zeglinski
a Dramedy about Motherhood, Middle Age, and SEX After Babies!
      ½ (twenty-seven-and-a-half stars!)
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, and Fundy Fringe Festivals.

Take a ride down the slippery slope of the other side of the hill in this jam-packed hour
of shoot-from-the-hip-replacement truth-telling. From her childhood-to-adult selves, to
her beat poet & sex therapist alter-egos; Winnipeg-based, Kim Zeglinski takes you on a
journey through squelched dreams and great expectations. MIDDLEhood is a wild ride
through life’s great juggling act ~ From Post-partum, Preemies, & Peri-menopause; to
Autism, Anger, & Acceptance! Zeglinski weaves a witty exploration of Motherhood,
Middle Age, and SEX After Babies with storytelling, monologue, and spoken word. This
dramedy will leave audiences in stitches and in tears.
Nominated for The Manitoba Association of Playwrights'
Harry Rintoul Award for BEST NEW MANITOBA PLAY in 2014!

"Kim Zeglinski does more than put on a great Fringe show. She reminds you why we go
to plays in the first place. It’s to connect, to find comfort, to laugh and to cry. Artists
teach you life. You’ll never master the journey, but when you’ve been helped forward a
step, you know it. And that’s what divides a piece of work from a work of genius."
 The Star Phoenix (2018)
“MIDDLEhood…is a connective roller coaster of a middle-aged woman’s life. The play
is peppered with self-deprecating humour and real-life heartache. There is a true
strength and heart to this production.”  Grid City Magazine (2017)
“…this clever writer-producer-performer, who brought Stretchmarks and Breast Friends
to the (Winnipeg) Fringe in previous years, finds both lots to say and truly original ways
to say it in this one-hour, one-woman, high-energy show.”
 ½ Winnipeg Free Press (2014)
“…her open, engaging performance and artful spoken word pieces have universal
appeal.”  Winnipeg Free Press (2018)
Stretchmarks “…clever and creative…wickedly funny…”
 CBC Manitoba, Winnipeg Fringe Best of Fest! (2012)
Breast Friends “…amusing, provocative, touching and titillating…”
 Winnipeg Free Press (2010)
WARNINGS: Sexual Content, Language, Adult Themes 18+
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